Systems Integrators: Why Choose Windward?
Windward Studios serves companies that recognize great reporting and document generation is
fundamental to developing innovative business solutions. Windward is here to assist in the collaborative
process and to help systems integrators deliver the most inventive solutions to their clients.

5 Reasons Why Windward
is Ideal for SI Firms
#1 Flexibility
Your firm takes on challenges that
require unique combinations of
business solutions. At Windward
we understand that one size does
not fit all, so our reporting tools
are flexible for varying needs. The
AutoTag template designer allows
your clients to create customized
report templates in the familiar
Microsoft Office suite, connect to
multiple data sources, and generate
output in a wide range of formats.

Key Benefits
• Flexibility to create unique
reporting solutions.
• Scalability for reaching longterm goals and objectives.
• Faster time to market due to
simplified coding and testing.
• Lower development costs
through customized licensing,
easy installation and A+
technical support.
• Templates freed from
formatting restrictions via
Office’s styles, charts, tables,
shapes and more.

#2 Scalability
Your clients deserve long-term
solutions, not just quick fixes for
problems that must be dealt with
later on. The Windward Engine is
a set of code libraries designed for
integrating reporting and docgen
capabilities into internal and
commercial software applications.
Windward allows your clients to
scale vertically by adding more
resources to a single server or scale
horizontally by adding more servers
to a larger system.

#3 Unmatched Support
You wouldn’t recommend a
reporting solution that would leave
your clients to fend for themselves.
Use a reporting solution that comes
with the support your customers
will love. Windward is proud of its
5-star support rating on numerous
independent sites as well as a 98%
customer satisfaction rating.

#4 Reporting Speed
Other reporting solutions have too
large a footprint to generate the
output speed Windward achieves.
Our Engines measure output in
pages per second, not seconds per
page. Memory usage is constant;
running 1,000 reports uses the
same amount of memory as running
100,000 reports. Clients can test

performance on their own target
systems with our embedded testing
code, and Windward tests engine
performance metrics during all
major change implementations.

#5 Product Development
Through Customer Input
Windward has created numerous
ways for our SI clients to be involved
in the development process. From
promoting strong relationships with
our Technical Account Managers to
creating product feedback avenues
within our customer rewards
program, Windward is here to allow
your firm to stand apart.

See for Yourself!
Want to learn more? Download a
free trial of Windward’s software or
contact us for more information.

To find out more, contact us for a consultation, live demo or free software trial.
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